Sonar is the ear and the eye of the submarine. The core of the sonar composes of the DSP processor, hardware, along with the software. Thus, solving the determination of the best DSP processor among the alternatives problem is an important one. Moreover, handling it requires incorporating both quantitative and qualitative factors into the process, which makes the problem a complex real-life multi-criteria problem. This study proposes a hybrid fuzzy multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) approach that enables the utilization of the tangible and intangible factors along with linguistic variables, incorporates heterogeneousness effect of the DM group members into the decision process and provides self-check capability. Furthermore; by implementing the proposed algorithm a practical fuzzy MCDM aid tool is developed and via employing this tool the algorithm applied to a real case.
Introduction
The submarines invention drove the developments of counter measurements such as sonar (D'Amico and Pittenger, 2009 ). The stealth nature of the submarines deeply changed the naval warfare (Keegan, 1990 , Cote, 2000 . Most of the navies used them as force multiplier. Although, as a first impression sonar seems to be a sensor that is used to locate the submarines it is heavily used vice-versa. Submarines utilize sonar to carry out the vital operations such as sailing safely, solving the TMA (target motion analysis) problems, locating their targets and so on. Thus, effectiveness of the outputs of the sonar, i.e. sonar video, sonar audio, is highly important for submarines since it is the ears and eyes of the submarine when she is under water. Furthermore, effectiveness of these vital operations requires high process power, especially the DSP (digital signal process) power, the DSP power is the determiner whether you are the hunter or the prey under the water. Independent of being used as passive or active, if a high resolution level should be maintained sonar requires massive DSP power to analyze the data that is collected from the environment. Thus, determining the best alternative DSP processor among the candidates is an important decision while building sonar. To fulfill this determination process, both tangible and intangible attributes must be considered, hence the problem can be treated as a real life multi criteria decision making (MCDM) problem. Involvement of the human into the decision making process almost always introduces the vagueness and uncertainty into the process (Zadeh, 1965) . Since most of the time decision makers (DMs) have an inclination to state their judgments via verbal expressions instead of numerical or exact ones, they prefer to use vague, imprecise, not scaled, old experiments based expressions Algorithms compose of fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and fuzzy technique for order performance by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) techniques or fuzzy analytic network process (ANP) and fuzzy TOPSIS techniques are popular methodologies of this approach. Following are examples of hybrid algorithms that employ fuzzy AHP technique as the determiner of the relative value of criteria set and fuzzy TOPSIS technique to outrank the alternatives; Liao's (2013) study on selecting business travel airline, Gumus's (2009) evaluation algorithm for the hazardous waste transportation firms, Dagdeviren et al.'s (2009) MCDM model to decide on the weapon alternatives for infantries, Ic and Yurdakul's (2009) study on machining center selection, Onut and Soner's (2008) site selection algorithm for transshipment, Ekmekcioglu et al.'s (2010) algorithm for site selection, Aktan and Tosun's (2013) work for AS/RS selection and Samvedi et al.'s (2013) , study on quantifiying risks in a supply chain. Tavana et al.'s (2013) hybrid framework for assessment of e-government readiness, Tavana et al.'s (2013) fuzzy group decision support framework for prioritization, Ayag and Ozdemir's (2012) study on evaluating machine tool alternatives, Shyur and Shih's (2006) strategic vendor selection algorithm, Kang et al.'s (2012) supplier selection algorithm for IC packaging company, Lee et al.'s (2010) new production development algorithm, Ozgen and Tanyas' (2011) joint selection algorithm and Kuo's (2011) optimal international distribution center location selection algorithm are some recent examples of the usage of the ANP technique as the determiner of the relative weights along with fuzzy TOPSIS as the outranking technique.
Interdependency relation among the criteria set members is one of the key factors for determination of the fuzzy MCDM technique that is to be utilized for the calculation of the relative importance values of the criteria. For instance; if fuzzy AHP technique is utilized, this implies that the real-life MCDM problem solution algorithm assumes there is no interdependency among the criteria set. But, there may be interrelation and dependency of higher elements and lower elements of the hierarchy (Saaty, 1996) . Since AHP, the wellknown and widely used MCDM technique , structures the problem in a hierarchical manner (Saaty, 1996) it cannot handle this relation. On the other hand utilization of ANP (Saaty, 1996) implies that the interdependency among the criteria set is considered; due to its capability of taking into account the dependency among criteria (Mohanty et al, 2005) .
While determining the criteria set, the major concern of the DMs is to generate such a criteria set that is able to find the best alternative among the candidates. Hence, instead of forcing the DMs to concern the dependency relation among the criteria set, generating an algorithm composes of sub-algorithms that able to treat the given set of criteria as both interdependent and independent can be considered more effective and practical solution approach.
Moreover, if the problem at hand mostly a military type problem, like in the case of the DSP processor selection, ending up with a more reliable and natural result is highly recommended and expected. The "reliable result" part of this requirement may be satisfied by having an algorithm that consists of two subalgorithms, that makes us able to compare the results. If both results are same then the result of this comparison can be declared as the final result. If the results are different algorithm may advise to consult with another methodology. Additionally, "natural result" part of the requirement may be met by incorporating the heterogeneousness effect into the decision process which is originated from the different experience and AUGUST 2013 VOL 5, NO 4 knowledge levels of the DM group members. To the best our knowledge, in the literature there is a gap incorporating these two characteristics into the real-life decision problem solution algorithms.
Based on the above discussion, this study aims to contribute the fuzzy decision making literature by developing a hybrid fuzzy MCDM algorithm that has the characteristics explained above and employs fuzzy set theory and linguistic variables. Developed algorithm comprises of two sub-algorithms each of which is an integration of fuzzy MCDM techniques. Both sub-algorithms use the same set of inputs, i.e. same DM group members' judgments and scores, which makes the proposed algorithm a self-check capable algorithm. Hence, algorithm becomes more reliable although all the processes take place based on fuzzy data and in a fuzzy environment. Furthermore, unlike most of the studies, the presented algorithm takes into account the heterogeneousness of the DM group members and incorporates into the decision making process, thus converges to a more natural result compare to the algorithms that deprive of this capability. Moreover a practical fuzzy decision making aid tool for the DSP processor user companies, i.e. sonar or radar vendors, has been developed by implementing the proposed algorithm via using MATLAB programming language and development environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the second section explains the basic concepts such as fuzzy set theory, fuzzy numbers, MCDM methodologies AHP, ANP, TOPSIS and their fuzzy extensions, in the third section proposed algorithm is explained, section four presents the real-life application of the proposed algorithm, finally section five and six presents the conclusion and references respectively. Zadeh (1965) introduced the theory, and its first utilization for decision making problems was Bellman and Zadeh's (1970) work. Fuzzy set theory is a major contribution to representing vague and incomplete data (Tolga et al, 2005) when its capability to provide a methodology for computing directly with words (Zadeh, 1996) is considered.
Basic Concepts

Fuzzy Set Theory
In this study, for the representation of the fuzzy numbers triangular fuzzy number (TFN) format chosen, a fuzzy number on R can be defined as a TFN, if its membership function described as (Bojadziev and Bojadziev, 2007; Zadeh, 1975) following;
(1)
Fuzzy AHP Methodology
Saaty introduced AHP in 1980, mostly to handle military based problems, i.e. military contingency planning (Saaty, 1980) . AHP is a measurement theory that utilizes the pairwise comparisons of the DM group members for the final ranking of the alternatives (Saaty, 1990) . Technique has four important capabilities; using the qualitative attributes along with the quantitative ones (Badri, 2001) , dividing the complicated problems into small parts that could be organized in a hierarchic manner (Saaty, 2008) , focusing on objectives rather than alternatives and finally continuing the consideration of all the relevant information and achieving a result (Dyer and Forman, 1992) . Major steps of the AHP can be summarized as follows (Saaty, 1994) : a) reconstructing the problem in a hierarchical form, b) performing pairwise comparisons at every level of the hierarchy, c) determining the relative importance weights of each element via eigenvector method, aggregating and synthesizing them for the evaluation of the alternatives. There are various approaches for the fuzzy extension of the AHP technique, (Chang, 1992 (Chang, , 1996 Yager, 1981; Buckley, 1985; van Laarhoven and Pedrycz, 1983; Wang et al, 2006; Csutora and Buckley, 2001) , within the proposed algorithm Buckley's approach (1985) and Chang's Extent Analysis Technique (Chang, 1996) were utilized.
Fuzzy AHP Buckley's Approach
Buckley introduced the approach in 1985. Approach has a relatively simple mathematical background (Celik et al, 2009 ) when compared with the other fuzzy extensions of AHP, which makes its implementation easier. In the proposed algorithm, approach was utilized to calculate the relative weight values of each DM group member. Steps of the approach defined briefly in following (Buckley, 1985) :
Step 1: Pairwise comparisons by using the linguistic variables shown in table 1, and construction of the pairwise comparison matrices.
(Insert Table 1)
Step 2: Calculation of the fuzzy geometric means of i th DM's fuzzy comparison value to each DM,
where, is fuzzy comparison value of DM i to DM n , and is the mean of the i th DM's fuzzy comparison value.
Step 3: Calculation of the relative fuzzy importance values of each DM, (3) where, is the fuzzy relative importance value of the i th DM, and can be specified as:
Step 4 : Obtaining the crisp importance weights (CIW) of each DM. Kumar and Singh's (2012) algorithm to evaluate 3PL in supply chain are some recent examples of this preference. Due to this common preference, its steps' closeness to the Saaty's conventional AHP (Saaty, 1980) and computational simplicity relative to the other fuzzy extensions (Jajimoggala et al., 2011) Chang's extent analysis approach (Chang, 1996) is chosen to determine the relative weight values belonging to each attribute that is used to assess the alternatives for the sub-algorithm-2.
In the application section approach's main equations are presented briefly, but readers may refer to Chang (Chang, 1996) for a complete explanation and application steps of the approach.
Analytical Network Process (ANP)
Analytical network process (ANP), AHP's generalization to dependency and feedback (Saaty, 1996) , is a measurement method which provides a structural framework for the discussions and debates of the DMs and also makes possible to include the intangibles into the decision making process (Saaty, 1996) . Its capability of converting intangible values into tangible ones and performing mathematical analysis on them, makes ANP a widely used MCDM approach ). Opposite of AHP, ANP allows interrelationships among the decision attributes and decision levels by obtaining the composite weights from the supermatrix (Shyur, 2006) . Supermatrix is a partitioned matrix that each segment of it shows a dependency among two components of a system (Saaty, 1996) and it is used to determine the composite weight values that handle the existing interrelation issues (Jajimoggala et al, 2011).
ANP's main steps can be explained briefly as follows Dagdeviren, 2010; Kabak et al., 2012) : The pairwise comparisons and relative weight estimation; all the relations within the clusters of criteria and between the criteria clusters are evaluated by performing pairwise comparisons. Formation of the initial supermatrix; for the calculation of the global priorities, a matrix of influence among the criteria clusters is formed. The supermatrix of a hierarchy with three levels is given in equation (5) 
Formation of the weighted supermatrix; the initial supermatrix may not be column stochastic, thus the normalization of each column is required. For the normalization of the columns, each eigenvector in a column is multiplied by the clusters' relative priorities. Limitation on the supermatrix; the weighted supermatrix is powered until its rows balanced to a unique value; hence the problem of not taking into account the indirect relations among the criteria is dealt accordingly.
In the first sub-algorithm of the proposed algorithm, FANP (Saaty, 1996) is used only to determine the relative fuzzy importance of the attributes and interdependence of them. Hence, equation (6)'s results are fed into fuzzy TOPSIS for the selection of the best possible DSP processor alternative.
The logarithmic least squares method is used to derive the fuzzy relative weight values, the mathematical expression of the method can be given as follows (Ramik, 2006 ):
TOPSIS Methodology
Hwang and Yoon (1981) developed and introduced conventional TOPSIS and its first fuzzy extension was developed by Chen and Hwang (1992) . The technique is based on an index called similarity. Similarity index is used to determine the relative closeness of each alternative from the negative ideal solution (NIS), and the positive ideal solution (PIS). The alternative that has the maximum similarity to the PIS and minimum similarity to NIS is chosen as the final preference. There are various fuzzy extensions of TOPSIS (Liang, 1999; Chen, 2000; Chang and Yeh, 2002; Jahanshahloo et al., 2006) , among them Chen's approach (Chen, 2000) was chosen and employed to assess the alternatives in the algorithm. Its minor differences from the other fuzzy TOPSIS methods (Celik et al., 2009) , relatively simple computation background, thus easily implementation, and widely preference of the scholars as an integrated model along with the fuzzy AHP and ANP methods were the reasons of this preference. Kutlu and Ekmekcioglu's (2012) In the algorithm, for the calculation of the distance between two fuzzy numbers Chen's vertex method (equation (8)) has been used.
where, and are two TFNs that are represented as and respectively.
The main equations of the approach are shown in the application section of the study, nevertheless for detailed explanation readers may refer to Chen (2000) .
Proposed Algorithm
As can be seen from the Fig.1 the developed algorithm consists of two sub-algorithms, each of which is an integration of fuzzy MCDM techniques and has three basic steps; relative weight calculations of DM group members, relative weight calculations of criteria and outranking of alternatives. The first and the last steps are common for each sub-algorithm ( fig.1) , where the determination of the relative weights of attributes steps is different from each other. Figure 1) 
(Insert
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First sub-algorithm considers the evaluation attributes have interrelation among themselves, hence fuzzy ANP (Saaty, 1996) technique utilized for the relative weight calculations of criteria set. The second subalgorithm assumes there is no interrelation among the criteria set, thus fuzzy AHP Chang's extent analysis method (Chang, 1996) employed for the relative weight determination of the attributes.
For the shared steps; fuzzy AHP Buckley's approach (Buckley, 1985) and fuzzy Chen's TOPSIS (Chen, 2000) techniques were utilized. Fuzzy AHP Buckley's approach (Buckley, 1985) incorporates the effect of heterogeneousness of the DM group members into the decision process and makes the final results of the subalgorithms converge to a more natural result, where fuzzy Chen's TOPSIS (Chen, 2000) fulfill outranking process.
In order to determine the relative importance values of the DM group members, judgments of a control group that composes of three seasoned project managers of the sonar developing company, utilized. A DM group composes of 6 developers/engineers who work for the sonar research and development department of the company utilized for determination of the relative importance values of the attributes that were used to evaluate the alternative DSP processors and for outranking the alternatives.
The DM group's group working effort produced 16 tangible and intangible attributes (table-2), later DMs decided to use 6 attributes out of 16 for the determination of the best DSP processor alternative, where 3 of them cost, 3 of them benefit attributes. The chosen criteria are denoted with (*) sign in the table-2.
(Insert Table 2)
The data, i.e. pairwise comparisons of criteria and scoring of the alternatives, required for the calculations of each sub-algorithm are collected from each DM via using the graphical user interfaces (GUI). Figure 2 shows the GUI that is utilized to collect the outranking judgments. In order to implement the GUIs Matlab programming language and development environment utilized also.
(Insert Figure 2)
Furthermore, as can be seen from figure 1 a comparison operation is conducted between the results of each sub-algorithm, along with this comparison operation the proposed algorithm gains a self-check characteristic.
Having the additional characteristics; self-check capability and incorporation of the heterogeneousness effect into the decision process, makes the proposed algorithm converge to a more natural result than the ones that deprive of these characteristics, also makes the proposed algorithm's results more reliable although the whole decision making process takes place in a fuzzy environment.
Moreover, as the questionnaires, the sub-algorithms also implemented via using MATLAB language and development environment, thus a practical MCDM aid tool has been developed.
The developed MCDM aid tool performed its calculations in the following order; first of all FAHP Buckley approach (Buckley,1985) calculations were performed to determine the relative weights belonging to each DM group member by using the judgments of the control group members on DM group members. Then, the calculations of FANP (Saaty,1996) were performed. Following, the FAHP (Chang, 1996) calculations were carried out, since the pairwise comparisons used for the calculations of the w 21 of FANP (Saaty, 1996) were also employed for FAHP (Chang, 1996) . Practical fuzzy decision aid tool utilized the same questioner for the collection of the fuzzy AHP and fuzzy ANP pairwise comparisons. Hence, to fulfill the FAHP (Chang, 1996) calculations practical aid tool excerpted the relevant data from the stored raw data. As stated earlier, each subalgorithms' alternative ranking stage uses fuzzy Chen's TOPSIS (Chen, 2000) method, moreover the subalgorithm-1 and 2 shared the same inputs for FTOPSIS (Chen, 2000) calculations and same outputs imply for both sub-algorithms until the matrix calculation step of the fuzzy Chen's TOPSIS (Chen, 2000) . Due to this sharing manner, in order to avoid repetition, in the application section the relative weight calculations of the DM group members and the outranking stages of the sub-algorithms are explained for once, for both subalgorithms, i.e. section 4.1 and 4.4 respectively, where relative weight operations are explained in sections 4.2 and 4.3 for sub-algorithm 1 and 2, respectively.
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Application of the Proposed Algorithm on a Real Case
Relative Weight Calculations of DMs(For both Sub-algorithms)
The practical aid tool utilized the questionnaire GUI shown in figure 3 to collect the judgments of each control group member on the DM group members. Control group members employed the linguistic scale shown in Table- 1 to express their judgments. Control group members taken into account the background knowledge and experience level of each engineer/developer while evaluating them. Aid tool stored all the collected judgments in excel files. Following, by the aid tool these linguistic values converted into TFN format in order to be used them as the input of the FAHP Buckley approach (Buckley, 1985) calculations. Practical tool utilized display GUIs to be able to show the important intermediate results and final results to the user. The display GUI shown in figure 4 shows the judgments of the first member of the control group in linguistic and TFN format in (a) and (b) respectively. Figure 3) Later, aid tool via applying the geometric mean technique created the aggregated decision matrix shown in figure 4 , (d) , that would be employed as the input of the fuzzy AHP Buckley approach (Buckley, 1985) .
(Insert
(Insert Figure 4)
The aid tool calculated the r values; geometric means of i th DM's fuzzy comparison value to each DM, the w values; relative importance values of each DM, also the crisp importance weights (CIW) that were derived from relative importance values by via using equation (2): (4). For instance; aid tool calculated the r 1 value and w 1 values belonging to the DM1 as follows; ………………. (9) ……………… (10) The practical aid tool performed the further calculations as explained and utilized the display GUI shown in figure 4 , (c), (e) and (f) to exhibit the obtained r values, w values and CIW values respectively. As can be seen from the figure 4 graphical view the most and the least important DMs are DM-2 (Target Motion Analysis Developer) and DM-3 (Beam forming Developer) respectively.
Relative Weight Calculations of Criteria Set for First Sub-Algorithm
By definition, the first step of FANP is determination of the individual fuzzy relative importance values of each criterion (Yu and Tzeng, 2006) . Hence, DMs judgments on criteria set are needed. Since the pairwise comparisons belonging to FAHP and FANP techniques were collected by the help of a shared questionary (one page of the questioner is shown in figure (5) ) as linguistic variables and stored in excel files, the MCDM aid tool first excerpted the relevant pairwise comparison judgments of each DM from the excel files and then generated the decision matrices. Later, practical tool weighted each DM matrix with the corresponding relative fuzzy weight value that obtained from the fuzzy AHP Buckley (Buckley, 1985) calculations. So that, the heterogeneousness effect originated from the differences of the DM group members was incorporated into the decision process.
(Insert Figure 5) Then, for derivation of the individual relative weight values (i.e. calculation of w 21 ), aggregated pairwise comparison matrix was formed from these decision matrices. Display GUI figure 6, (a) shows the aggregated comparison matrix that is used for the w 21 calculations.
MCDM aid tool, after the formation of the w 21 pairwise comparison matrix, employed the logarithmic least squares method (equation (7)) for the calculations of the individual relative importance values of each criterion. The results of these calculations are also shown via using the same display GUI (Figure 6 (d) ).
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FANP (Saaty, 1996) technique determines the final fuzzy relative importance values of evaluation criteria by applying the following operation; w i = w 22 x w 21 (Saaty, 1996) , hence, the developed MCDM aid tool required to calculate the interdependence among the criteria (i.e. calculate the w 22 ). In order to calculate the interdependence among the evaluation criteria, six pairwise comparison matrices were utilized. MCDM aid tool aggregated all the pairwise comparisons of each DM belonging to each criterion and formed an aggregated comparison matrix for each criterion. As an example, figure 6, (b) shows the pairwise comparisons belonging to criterion 1.
After the formation of the pairwise comparison matrices, MCDM aid tool again used the logarithmic least squares method (equation (7)) to determine the interdependence among the criteria. Following, the derived fuzzy interdependency weights were arranged into the fuzzy interdependence matrix, w 22 (Figure 6, (c) ).
The MCDM aid tool by applying the matrix multiplication operation between the w 21 , w 22 matrices obtained the final relative weights of each criterion, i.e. w i . Final w values results are shown in figure 6 , (e). Figure 6) 
(Insert
Relative Weight Calculations of Criteria Set for Second Sub-Algorithm
After concluding the first sub-algorithm's relative weight determination calculations, the aid tool excerpted the judgments belonging to fuzzy AHP Chang's extent analysis technique (Chang, 1996 ) from the excel files, then converted these excerpted linguistic judgments into TFN format. By using these converted values aid tool generated the decision matrices belonging to each DM. In order to incorporate the heterogeneousness effect of the DM group members each DM's judgments were weighted with the corresponding relative weight value obtained from the first step. Following, via summing these weighted judgment matrices aid tool generated the aggregated decision matrix shown in figure 7 , (a), this matrix utilized as the input for the further calculations of the fuzzy AHP Chang's extent analysis approach (Chang, 1996) . Fuzzy AHP Chang's extent analysis (Chang, 1996) defines the degree of possibility of as in equation (12), thus the aid tool required both; values and calculated these values via applying equation (13 and 14) (12) (13) (14) where, , and
Since the S values were convex TFNs, d was the ordinate of the highest intersection point between and and aid tool calculated this value via equation (15). (15) The resultant V values are shown in figure 7 , (c).
Subsequently, practical tool calculated the priority weights of the criteria by using the resultant V values as shown in the following: (Insert Figure 7) 
Outranking of the Alternatives for Both Sub-Algorithms
Both sub-algorithms' alternative ranking stage uses fuzzy TOPSIS Chen's approach (Chen, 2000) as the MCDM method and they share same inputs and same outputs until the matrix calculation step of the FTOPSIS (Chen, 2000) . Hence, MCDM aid tool performed the calculations for both sub-algorithms in a parallel manner up to this point. DM group members used linguistic variables shown in table-3 to express their scores on alternative DSP processors and the questionnaire shown in figure 3 used to collect these scores.
(Insert Table 3) The aid tool structured the aggregated decision matrix by using the DMs' evaluations that were stored in the excel files, weighted them by using the fuzzy relative importance value belonging to each DM, thus heterogeneousness effect was introduced into the decision process. The resultant weighted and aggregated decision matrix is shown in figure 8 (a).
Fuzzy TOPSIS Chen's approach (Chen, 2000) utilizes the normalized version of the aggregated decision matrix shown in display GUI (a) (Figure 8 ) for the further calculations. Hence, the aid tool via using equation (17) and Eq.(18) for cost and benefit criteria respectively, generated the normalized aggregated decision matrix ( ) shown in figure 8, (b).
For benefit criteria;
, and
For cost criteria;
The matrix calculations require relative weight values of each criterion, since the developed algorithm consists of two sub-algorithms and each sub-algorithm has its own relative weight value determination stage, MCDM aid tool run the FTOPSIS (Chen, 2000) software twice; first run for sub-algorithm-1 and second run for sub-algorithm-2. In the following, in order to avoid the duplications, the computation process explained for sub-algorithm-2 and the results belonging to each sub-algorithm are displayed together in the display GUI.
(Insert Figure 8) AUGUST 2013 VOL 5, NO 4 MCDM aid tool structured matrix via fuzzy multiplication of matrix and the relative priority values belonging to each criterion. After the multiplications, the matrices shown in figure 8 (c) and (d) were generated for sub-algorithm-1 and 2 respectively, i.e. for sub-algorithm-2 the first member of the matrix was calculated as shown in the following;
. Then by using the resultant matrices as input, the aid tool utilized equation (8) and calculated the distances between each DSP processor alternative and FPIS, NFIS solutions. Later, via using the equation (19) and (20) the total positive and negative distances belonging to each DSP processor alternative were computed.
(19) (20) The aid tool employed the obtained total distances for the computations of closeness coefficients (Equation 21) of each alternative. (21) The calculation of the Alternative1's CC value for sub-algorithm-2 performed as follows;
. Same calculations performed by the aid tool for the remaining alternatives for both sub-algorithms and these values then used to rank the alternatives.
Finally, aid tool exhibited the results of these operations by utilizing the display GUI shown in figure 9 for sub-algorithm-1 and sub-algorithm-2.
As can be seen from the display GUI, two well-known, widely used MCDM methodologies, i.e. integration of FANP, FTOPSIS and integration of FAHP, FTOPSIS, have confirmed each others' final result. Figure 9) 
(Insert
Conclusion
The objective of this study was to develop a fuzzy MCDM algorithm that can handle the determination of the best possible DSP processor problem. To fulfill this objective, an algorithm that consists of two subalgorithms, each of which is an integration of three fuzzy MCDM methods, developed. Human factor makes the decision making process deal with imprecise, vague information and raises the requirement of conversion of the verbal expressions into numerical expressions, which are both originated from the nature of the human (Zadeh, 1965 , Herrera et al., 2009 . To handle these problems the proposed algorithm used fuzzy set theory and linguistic variables. Additionally, in each sub-algorithm heterogeneousness effect of the DM group members also incorporated into the decision process. Moreover, the proposed algorithm has a natural selfcheck characteristic, since each sub-algorithm is used to solve the same real-life problem with the same input data, i.e. same criteria set, same alternatives pool and DM judgments. Due to these characteristics; although the decision making process takes place in a fuzzy environment, the proposed algorithm provides more reliable results than the ones that deprived of them. Furthermore, to be able to generate a computerized practical decision making aid tool the developed algorithm and its questionnaires are implemented by using MATLAB programming language and MATLAB development environment. Additionally, the real life application of the algorithm is performed by the help of the practical MCDM aid tool. Application indicated that among the 3 alternatives, alternative 3 is the most proper DSP processor to develop powerful sonar.
The proposed fuzzy algorithm and the developed computerized fuzzy MCDM aid tool's contribution to the literature can be summarized as follows: a) providing a decision making algorithm, that ensures the usage of qualitative criteria along with the quantitative ones and makes it possible to utilize linguistic terms instead of exact and complete information, b) incorporation of the self-check capability and heterogeneousness effect of DM group members into the decision making process, thus making the result of the algorithm more reliable even the decision process takes place in a fuzzy environment, c) providing a practical fuzzy MCDM aid tool, easy to use and fully computerized, i.e. from gathering DM judgments until the displaying of the results. 
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